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Abstract. This paper of air quality monitoring system describes a model of sensors network to
continuously monitoring the environment with low cost developed model. At present time all
over the world turned into a great revolution in industrial domain and on the other hand
environment get polluting in a dangerous value. There are so many technologies present to
reduce the polluting contents but still there is no completely reduction of that pollution. Even
there are different methods to monitor the pollution content; these are much costly that not
everyone can adapt those methods or devices. Now we are proposing a sensors connected
network to monitor the environment continuously and displaying the pollutant gases
percentage in air surroundings and can transmit the results to our mobiles by message. The
advantage of this system is easy to design, establish at area to monitor, maintenance and most
cost effective as well.

1. Introduction
All the countries in the world are developing economically by implementing different types of
industries and designing automobiles. Because of these economical position of countries are
increasing but on the other hand the pollutant gases releasing from those industries, automobiles are
also increasing and effecting the environment very badly. Even there are so many technologies are
implemented at industries to reduce those pollutant gases content like improving efficiency of
equipment’s and using low energy consumed equipment, less ash content products, etc. But still the
pollution level is at dangerous only. There are so many methods to monitor the pollution contents, for
this it required approximately 15000 airs sampling and monitoring devices and analyzing equipment.
The different companies that manufacturing these devices are Foxboro Inc., BW technologies,
Baldwin environment Inc., ACI instrumentation Ltd, Air metrics, others. Since these devices are
monitoring and analyzing without any failures but still these systems are very costly and difficult to
implement with low cost that can be available to all users even at home applications. The proposed
system is going to be implemented within less cost and very easy to establish at working site and also
monitoring and transmitting the resultant data to mobiles within seconds and also time to time
monitoring continuously.
Main reason behind air pollution is, nowadays industrial development is much needed to any country
to develop its economy and status but some industries using cheap equipment’s to reduce the
production cost. But with those cheap materials when they burnt or modulate for production, so many
gases are released into environment. Low cost equipment’s can decrease production cost but still they
will release much smoke into atmosphere. That will contaminate the environment and create lot of
illness and disability to the people [7][10-13].
Automobile industry is growing its capacity are increasing the market day by day. There are so many
new models are coming into market even with low price. Everyone is easily affording those kinds of
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automobiles. Due to increase in their usage, most harmful gases are releasing like carbon monoxide,
smoke etc. which is released directly into environment also increasing the pollution. Due to all such
reasons ozone layer getting damages and earth warming is becoming very high. So we are in need of
monitoring the environment pollution. Knowing about the present air pollution data, it will help to
predict the future value going to be occur and the solutions can take before it get occur to reduce the
pollution effect. Air quality should be monitored continuously during the entire period to get the better
results to avoid the lack of information about how much the pollution content is present at that area.
Continuously monitoring will give the idea about the problem existing at present. Pollution or
hazardous gases present in the air will influence the human health very seriously and it is necessary to
reduce that. For reduction of such gases first we need to know the pollution content in the
environment, for this the developed system will help us.
2. Methodology

2.1. MQ4 gas sensor
MQ4 sensor is also a type of gas sensor that which is used to detect methane and also natural gas
presence and leakage too [8][9]. MQ4 sensors are composed by ceramic tube, SnO2 layer. There all
are crust and made by plastic and with stainless steel net layers. Every MQ4 sensor has 6 pins, where
two of them used to provide heating current which supplies the entire architecture and remaining 4
used in signal fetching. The basic circuit of MQ4 sensor is shown in Figure 1. MQ4 is very different
when compared with other gas sensors. Its sensitivity is very more and also it has to maintain when we
use this sensor. For example to calibrate the MQ4 sensor to detect or measure 5000ppm methane gas
in air, we have to use a load resistance of 20kΩ [3].

Figure 1. Test loop diagram of MQ4 sensor

Figure 2. Basic test loop circuit of MQ7 sensor

2.2. MQ7 gas sensor
MQ7 sensor is used to identify the presence of Carbon Monoxide content. It is used as CO detection
equipment in family, car, industry [20]. MQ7 is made by microAL2O3 ceramic tube and Tin Dioxide
sensitive layer. MQ7 has 6pin. 4pins are used for input signals and remaining 2 pins are used to
provide heating current.[4]. Test loop circuit of MQ7 is shown in below Figure 2.

2.3. ARM processor
ARM processor is one of the most powerful microprocessor that uses less power. It is a general
purpose processor that having 32 bit microprocessor [6][14-19]. ARM processor is simple in design;
flexible in operation makes it very useful in various applications. ARM processor have 32 bit RISC
with high performance, 0.6mA/MHz at the rate of 3v in 0.8um low power consumption. The basic
block diagram of ARM processor is as shown in Figure 3. When it comes to real time applications like
air, water quality checking ARM processor is quick or fast response to variations, and having enough
flash to store even a bulk programming. The block diagram consists of 2x16 characters LCD display
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can display two lines at a time with 16 characters in each line. Every LCD has two registers. Data
register stores the data that need to display and command register that can have commands like clear
the LCD display, control and initializing the display before it get started. PS/2 port is used to connect
keyboard, mouse and other computer ancillaries to processor. Audio amplifier is for using buzzers and
other alarm to get a huge sound for alert. JTAG port is used to debug the code or program that need to
implement into the processor.

Figure 3. Block diagram of the Arm processor

Figure 4. Simulation circuit of environment quality monitoring using ARM processor.
3. Experimental setup

Sensors which are used in the project MQ4 and MQ7 sensors are connected to ARM
processor (Blue board LPC214X board). The entire sensor’s analog output is connected to 12
and 13 pins of J1 of ARM processor. Vcc supply to both sensors is given to 6th pin of J1 and
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J2 of ARM processor. Any sensor can connect to those pins. And the final ground pins of two
sensors connected to 5th pin of J1 and 1st pin of J2 of ARM processor. Respective connections
discussed before are shown in below simulation diagram. The working principle of above
setup is when where this setup to exposed to air, the sensors are capable of measure the
quantities of carbon monoxide and methane content in air surrounding to them and they will
display the value that measured by them on LCD panel. In simulation it is possible to check
whether the sensors are displaying the changes done in those gases values by varying them
with value changing meters. Figure 4 shows the simulation circuit and Figure 5 shows the
experimental setup of hardware circuit which is implemented. Two sensors MQ4, MQ7 are
connected to the ARM processor and the setup displaying the both Carbon monoxide and Methane
content in the air around the setup.

Figure 5. Hardware setup of environment monitoring system
4. Result
The proposed hardware setup was successfully measured the gases and displaying on LCD screen. All
gas sensors are perfectly operating with ARM processor. There is a lot of future scope for this type of
sensor connected system that can use not only for air quality monitoring but also water quality
checking with proper protection. It is very simple, low cost system that can easily place at industries,
smart buildings and smart home also. More sensors connected to that system will give the information
about each quantity that we want to measure. The proposed system can be widely used for measuring
the gases like carbon di oxide, methane in water, air, soil, any quantity with respective sensors to
measure them. Irrespective of ARM processor we can also implement using different processors like
8051 microcontroller, raspberry pi and arduino board. This system can be implemented for a long term
use with proper care and monitor. Also improve the data acquisition and processing the data by using
the IoT environment. It is Easy to implement, easy to monitor without any harm, user friendly, and
easy to extend its application just by adding sensor to existing system.
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